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Amarinth’s new export sales manager secures
low shear pump order from Petronas for the
Samerang Enhanced Oil Recovery scheme in
Malaysia
Wednesday, Sep 18, 2013

Amarinth, a leading company specialising in the design, application and manufacture of
centrifugal pumps and associated equipment to the Oil & Gas, petrochemical, chemical and
industrial markets, has secured another order from Petronas in Malaysia to supply USD 0.8M
of API 610 OH1 pumps to upgrade produced water treatment capacity on the Samerang
Enhanced Oil Recovery scheme.

  
The Samerang Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) scheme in Malaysia was established to extract
additional oil from ageing assets. Jason Titmus, recently appointed by Amarinth to add
further support to the company’s overseas operations, was instrumental in closing this first
order on the project. With a number of existing wells that have been identified for EOR,
Amarinth expect to be involved in at least two further installations in the Samerang field.

  
The EOR scheme creates an increase in produced water from the well and so extra pumping
capacity has to be added to the produced water treatment systems. The original platform
was designed as an unmanned satellite of limited capacity with the concept that all the
major equipment would be driven by gas engines fuelled from gas produced by the well
stream.

  
The API 610 OH1 B-Series pumps, adapted for use with gas engines, had to be capable of
low shear duty so that emulsification of the oil and water being pumped was reduced
otherwise effective removal of the oil from the water would not be possible. Furthermore,
the platform had limited space in which to fit the pump set and the pumps were required
on a short lead time to meet the project deadline.

  
To meet the stringent demands of Petronas on this project, unlike the traditional practice of
driving the pumps through a gearbox, Amarinth offered an innovative direct driven pump
enabling the company to design a pump that not only met the duty, fit within the available
space but at a lower cost than using a gearbox. Amarinth also provided engineering
expertise for commissioning and training on site.

  
Jason Titmus, who closed this order, brings 15 years of experience to Amarinth from Fluke
Calibration where he was responsible for driving sustained growth for the company from its
strategic customers. Within Amarinth, Jason has assumed responsibility for building on the
company’s successes in Malaysia and further accelerating sales in the region.

  
Oliver Brigginshaw, Managing Director of Amarinth, commented: “We are delighted to
welcome Jason to Amarinth as he brings a lot of knowledge and experience that will enable
to us to become even stronger in Malaysia, one of our target regions. We are also very
pleased to see him so quickly engaged with Petronas on such a high profile project as the
Samerang Enhanced Oil Recovery scheme and look forward to more orders as other wells
are upgraded.”

  
Source: Amarinth

  
To access over 3,500 of the latest oil projects from across the world visit Projects OGP for
free trial today
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